1. Droplets. -The purpose of the present research droplets between crossed polarizers is that three is to obtain descriptions of the minimum energy confi-different optical patterns occur as shown in figure 1. gurations of the molecular alignment in liquid crystal The configurations are named the right-handed, the droplets. The energy of a drop depends upon surface left-handed and the normal solutions. In what follows tension, the angle the molecular alignment makes with it is shown that these configurations can be accounted the surfaces, and the Frank elastic energy in the for by considering the energy in a cylinder about the volume [1] . The molecular alignment is described in axis of the droplets. The problem of minimizing.the terms of a director field n. A problem of some interest energy of the entire droplet is not carried to compleis to find «(r) in a free falling drop when the director at tion. The energetically equivalent right-handed and the surface is prescribed. One can show from dimensional arguments that the drop will remain very close to BW^BP^^Wi -*£• main purpose the treatment of a droplet which is llfehSNVi experimentally somewhat more accessible than the free jj falling drop. Nematic liquid crystal droplets suspended fij from the surface of water take the shape of thin lenses. This geometry provides a preferred axis about which ^^•••^^^^•^r^ ^m m^^^^^^^^^f the droplets are cylindrically symmetric. The somewhat FlG . j _ _ Three doplets of MBBA on a water subs trate viewed left-handed solutions have slightly lower energy than the normal solution for suitable choices of the elastic constants. This difference is quite small compared to the saving of energy which occurs due to a phenomena which is here termed splay cancelling. If the boundary conditions force a variation of the director in one direction then a variation of the director in another direction can lead to a cancellation of contributions to a divergence or splay. This principle is clearly illustrated in the example treated below. It is likely that this is a general principle in the elasticity theory of liquid crystals.
In Section 2 expressions are given for the Frank elastic energies in cylindrical coordinates for the case of complete rotational symmetry about the axis. From these one obtains two torque equations to be satisfied in the volume. In Section 3 the boundary conditions are discussed and the particular problem to be solved is described. In Section 4 solutions as determined by relaxation methods using a computer are given. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results and a view of work in progress. 
Energies
where p, @ and z^ are unit vectors in this cylindrical coordinate system and 8 and p are the usual polar angles with cp referred to the axis. The Frank elastic energy is given by
The notation S, T, and B refers to splay, twist, and bend for which the notation K,,, KZ, and K,, is usual. The strength of these constants will be of the order of 10-6 erg. For the director as defined in (2) 
and [8, cp, + 8, cp,] [T -B ] + 2 sin 8 cos 9 cos cpcp,,[T -B ] 1 + -sin 8 cos 8 cos cpcp, [T -B ] . P These two simultaneous second order partial differen-mation will not account for the right and left-handed tial equations as well as the expression for the integrand solutions, it will give the normal solution and illustrate of eq. (3) simplify considerably if S = B = T = K. the principle of splay cancelling. In the one constant This is called the one constant approximation with approximation elastic constant K. Though the one constant approxi-+ + -2 COS q0, + 2 p sin p(0, cp, -0, 9,) + p S + ptl; + p8: + 2 sin B cos 98, (7) and the torque equations become 1 Q, , + -0, + Q, , = sin 0 cos 0 P S and Eq. (9) is satisfied by any constant value of 9. This is not so for eq. (6). If q is either 0 or X, eq. (6) is satisfied.
For constant cp and no magnetic field eq. (8) becomes
which has among its many solutions two simple ones
Eq. (11) is a radial configuration and corresponds to the solution of the spherical drop considered in the introduction. Eq. (12) yields rectangular hyperbolas (see Fig. 2 ). These two solutions for a point singularity are well known [2] . But it seems that it is not generally appreciated that the energy of the point singularity of the second kind is 113 that of the first for equal spherical volumes. In the first case the energy is all splay. In the second case the energy is 315 splay and 215 bend. Thus the splay is reduced by a factor of 5 at a small cost in increased bend in going from the first case to the second.
In the treatment of the droplet to follow, the two point singularities occur at the surface. One of these is essentially one-half of the point singularity of the second kind. a) The radial case, 0 = tan-1 (plz). b) The hyperbolic case, 0 = tan-1 (-plz).
ELASTIC ENERGIES AND DIRECTOR FIELDS
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3. Boundary conditions and the lens shaped drop.
-The droplets formed by the nematic liquid crystal, Methoxybenzylidene-Butylaniline (MBBA) on the surface of the water take the form of thin lenses. At the water interface the director prefers to lie in the surface (l). Presumably the energy is quadratic in the deviation from equilibrium and the pinning energy can be written as a surface integral where G is the normal to the surface and K, is the pinning constant whose magnitude should be of the order of 10 erg/cm2. 
at sufficiently large radius. Inasmuch as 8, cannot be zero in view of the different pinning angles on the upper
(1) This can be argued on the basis of electric dipole interactions with a highly polarizable substrate.
In this case the preferred value of (;.G) may be rather weakly preferred, say with respect to ;.G = 1. Nevertheless it will be reasonable in the calculations given below to qssume hard pinning at the air as well as at the water interface.
For the purpose of calculation at the water surface '. A A 2. = 0 and at the air interface n . m = 0.93 which is a angle of 15 degrees from the normal to the surface.
The lens shape of the drop is determined by the surface tension. As the surface tension is comparable or larger than K,, one can conclude that the surface will not deform significantly except within 1 nm of the center of a point singularity on the surface. The effects of interest here are on the scale of microns. Thus the surface deviations can be neglected.
The computer technique uses difference equations on a rectangular grid. For this reason it was decided to try the assumption of flat surfaces. Only the central cylindrical region of the droplet is treated. This is mathematically convenient, and it is justified by the observations that disturbances of the outer regions of the droplets do not affect the optical patterns in the central regions. The artificial termination of the central region raises the problem of how to handle the boundary conditions there. The integration by parts used to produce the Euler-Lagrange torque equations leads to two surface equations to be satisfied at the limits of the integration in t h e p direction. These are 
and lower surfaces, the latter condition gives cp going toward zero (or n) at large radius. Thus eq. (16) and (17) appear as reasonable choices for a boundary at p = p, if p, is sufficiently large. The boundary condition for cp on the upper and lower surfaces is also obtained by integration of parts, 1 . This is approximately cpz 2 sin cp6, , (21) but, as 0 is fixed on the surface, cp, is then approximately zero. For the water surface where 8 = 7112, ( P, = 0 exactly.
The problem to be solved numerically consists of the difference equation equivalents to the torque eq. (5) and (6) on a rectangular grid with boundary conditions 0 = 4 2 on the upper surface, 0 = 0.26 on the lower surface, 0 = 0 at p = 0, and 0 given by eq. (16) at p = p,, while cp satisfies the differential equations given by eq. (20) for the upper and lower surfaces and by eq. (17) for p = p,. cp is undefined at p = 0, inasmuch as 8 = 0 there.
Numerical solutions'. -The relaxation method
can be illustrated using the difference equation torresponding to eq: ( 9 , where f (8, pp, cpJ stands for the right side of eq. (8).
OR, 0,, 0,, and 8 , are the values of 8 at grid points to the right, left, above, and below the point of interest. Eq. (22) is solved for 0 as it appears on the left, but 0 as it appears in f (8, cp, , v, ) is left explicitly in f (8, cp, , cpJ.
A similar procedure is carried out for eq. (9) and that is solved for cp at the point of interest. One assumes starting values of 8 and cp over the entire grid and then proceeds to run through the grid recalculating 0 and cp. If the procedure converges, it is then self-consistent. The procedure was found to work for eq. (8) and (9) and then extended to eq. (5) and (6). The grid used most often had 39 points in the p direction and 30 in the z direction. These were spaced closer together near the boundaries and the axis. The convergence takes from 500 to 2 000 passes depending upon the choices of elastic constants.
For the one constant approximation S = B = T the only solutions found were for constant 9 , and in view corresponds to the point singularity shown in figure 2b. The configuration for cp = n corresponds to the point singularity shown in figure 2a. As can be anticipated from the discussion of splay cancellation the cp = 0 solution has lower energy in the region of the center of the upper surface. But the major saving of energy between these two solutions occurs in the region where the splay from the enforced variation of 8 from the top to the bottom surface is cancelled by a radial splay coming from the cylindrical symmetry.
Specifically for cos cp = f 1 the splay is given by div n = sin 8 ( F -8,) f cos 80, .
As 0, n/2 z,, where 2, is the separation of the upper and lower surfaces, the coefficient of sin 0 cancels for cos cp = 1 near p = 2 zO/n. Near the top surface where cos 8 and 8, both vanish the splay is campletely cancelled for this radius.
Because the singularity at the center of the bottom surface (lower left corner in Fig. 3 ) looks more like the radial singularity of figure 2a, one might anticipate that a lower energy solution would be possible if this singularity also were to be more like the hyperbolic singularity of figure 2b. This would require a switch in cp along the bottom surface inasmuch as cp = 0 will be a lower energy at large radius. It turns out that this is not the case for the bottom surface pinned at 8 = 15 deg. The cost of the twist more than offsets the splay saving at the bottom surface. But for a large magnetic field in the vertiml direction the two surfaces are decoupled and the energy is lower for cp = 0 on the top surface and cp = n on the bottom surface. The details of the phase change in vertical magnetic fields will be discussed elsewhere.
After failure to produce the right-handed and lefthanded solutions for the one constant case, the calculations were extended to the three constant cases. Values of the ratios of the elastic constants appropriate for MBBA [4] were taken as EIS = 514 and T/S = 518. With these values the twisted configurations were found. Figure 4 shows the vertical cross section of the of the bounda~ y condition at p = p, for which eq. ..., ...,m,pp3.s1 -. . .... ................ .....,.../. . .1C,., , -. >, a,,,", ,> . , ..I ,,a . , 9 a D I C D P . . C n ration for cp = i -c is obtained from figure 3 by reflecting I ;; ;;; l l l i . ;;l;: ;;: :: ' :;,:: :c?::: .' . . # ,n,r 7 8 9 n a e 9 'i'no,rr,,. ,, n8e.'8 . > @ E D~ . ' . ' -1 . 1 . . . . ' O . . ) # ) . ) # ( 7 C C ) ' , ? C < eachco]umn aboutavertical axis through that column. , ',,~,:~111:11:~:,::!;KY"' , ,. , ..; .., '., 1. .':.<il:~,~ 1 . . ' "~e o~c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ' . 2 j . < ' ! . . . . ' . ' . ... , > : . n , , . . . . . .
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Note that the configuration in the center of the upper 1 : : -:::I.:::': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , -. , . r~ . , , . ?.:.!;,:.-JC$$ r , o . . . j -: surface (upper left-hand corner in Fig. 3 ) for cp = 0 the top. An enlargement of the central region is shown in figure 6 . The darkened cylinders are those that are within 0.1 radian of the edges of the page. Inasmuch as the variation of rp with z is small, this diagram approximates the result of a more sophisticated optical calculation using Maxwell's equations [ 5 ) and corresponds to what would be observed between crossed polarizers aligned with the edges of the page. The difference in energy between the solutions with handedness and the solution with cp = 0 for this choice of elastic constants is less than 1 percent of the total energy of the central region. A finite value of cp is unfavorable in the region of the singularity at the center of the upper surface. It is favorable for small values of 8 as long as T c S and also for the region of the singularity at the center of the lower surface. As the cp = 0 solution has produced a great deal of splay cancelling near p = nzo/2 one can appreciate that having a finite sin cpq, in this region can only be unfavorable. All these differences-are small in terms of the total energy. The calculations have been carried out primarily for a grid with the ratio of 80119 for po/z,. The 8 variation is essentially that of p = co for p/zo > 2 and is the same in this region for cp = 0 and cp # 0. That the behavior in this region is determined by the enforced variation of 0 in the z direction is consistent with'tlie idea that the behaviour in the central regionis' ndt influenced by the outer regions of the 'droplet. And this is part of the justification for neglecting the curvature of the surfaces. From calculations with several choices of the ratio of the elastic constants and for several choices of the pinning angles it is possible to conclude that it is necessary to have T somewhat less than S to obtain a solution with handedness. The critical value, for the chosen boundary conditions, is likely near T = 0.93 S. In this region the solutions are extremely slow @convergence if cp is not set equal to zero. The ratio of SIB is not particularly important for ratios near unity. One might anticipate that for very large B the singularity at the top surface might change from hyperbolic to radial, but this has not yet been checked. As T/S approaches 0.93, the angles q(p, z) approach zero continuously in what looks like a second-order phase change. This is in contrast to the apparently firstorder phase change which occurs with increasing magnetic field in the vertical direction.
5.
Conclusions. -The present paper gives the Frank elastic energy in systems with cylindrical symmetry and derives the Euler-Lagrange torque equations for these systems. These equations are solved numerically for the rather simple geometry of a cylinder with the polar angle pinned at one angle on the top surface and at a different angle on the bottom surface and with free boundary conditions on the cylindrical surface. The two solutions with the elastic constants equated to one another both have the director confined to the p-z plane. One of these is similar to the hyperbolic point singularity and the other is similar to the radial point singularity. These two differ in energy by a factor of three with the hyperbolic-like solution benefiting from what is here termed splay cancelling. The saving is such that the energy per unit area (') of the drop is less than that to be found in a layer with translational invariance for which the upper and lower surfaces are pinned at the angles used in the calculation with cylindrical symmetry. The energy per unit area goes to ( 2 ) This means the energy of a cylindrical shell between p and p + dp divided by 2 np dp.
infinity as l / R as R goes to zero. It goes to a constant for large R and in between goes through a minimum (see Fig. 7 ). What is more interesting is that the total energy per unit area also goes through a minimum. This is seen in figure 7 where is plotted against R for the one constant case. In eq. (24) f is given by eq. (7) and
For comparison, eq. (24) evaluated for the solution with cp = is also shown in figure 7. The minimum observed in figure 7 may be of some importance in the stability of point singularities in liquid crystal films. [l] FRANK, F. C., Disc. Faraday Soc. 25 (1958) The three constant equations have been shown to yield the right-handed and left-handed solutions as observed in liquid crystal droplets on liquid (and solid) substrates. The equations also yield the normal solution and show it to have slightly higher energy. One might account for the appearance of all three configurations under very similar conditions as arising from metastability. As yet this metastability is not proven by calculation.
Line singularities have been studied by Williams et al. [6] using capillaries with the director pinhed perpendicular to the tube at the cylindrical surface. They have shown that the director changes from perpendicular at the surface, p = p,, to parallel to the singular axis at the axis. They treat this problem in the one constant approximation for which the solution has 6' = 2 tan-' plp, and cp = 0. For the three constant case with T < S the energy density (eq. (4)) for p 4 p. is readily shown to have a minimum for sin cp = 1. Thus it seems likely that for T sufficiently less than S, cp should change from 0 at p = p, to a finite value at p = 0. This should be accomplished with little change in the 8 behavior and with little change in the total energy. The variation of cp with p should increase the energy while the finite value of cp lowers the energy near the axis. If the end of the line singularity terminates at a free surface one would then expect a point singularity of the hyperbolic type, but twisted.
Observations of line singularities in MBBA films on the surface of water do show twisted configurations.
The successful treatment of a cylindrical portion of the droplet by computer techniques opens the way to consideration of more complex geometries. One of those under study is the complete thin lens droplet. Another is the sphere. In these cases it is necessary to make a suitable first guess for the relaxation method to proceed. From what has been learned in the treatment of the central cylinder it seems reasonable to guess that solutions with cp = 0 may give good approximation to the minimum energy for a particular geometry, but twisted configurations may lower the energy slightly more. The cp = 0 solution may well be studied with the one constant approximation ; while the full equations may be necessary to find minimum energy twisted configurations for the actual elastic constants. [6] WILLIAMS, C., PIERANSKI, P. and CLADIS, P. E., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 29 (1972) 90.
